5 Stars Deluxe
Dan Hotel, Tel Aviv

99 Ha-Yarkon Street, Tel Aviv, 64432, Israel
The Dan Tel Aviv Hotel reflects Tel Aviv’s dynamic lifestyle. The first luxury Tel Aviv hotel in Israel’s first Jewish city, the Dan
Tel Aviv has always been a prime venue for statesmen, politicians and artists who gathered here from the earliest years of the
State of Israel. Considered the Tel Aviv hotel of choice, the Dan Tel Aviv is justly renowned for its prime location overlooking
the Mediterranean and splendid beaches edged by the city’s famous seafront promenade bustling with happy strollers.
Designer stores, commercial centers and the city’s famed after-dark attractions are all on the doorstep.

Sample Rooms:
Stay at the Dan Hotel and any major attraction in the city is a walk away. Tel Aviv’s famous nightlife is literally across the road.
Follow the curve of the promenade and you’re in romantic Jaffa filled with bobbing fishing boats in an ancient harbor, with a
romantic artists’ quarter and bargain-filled flea market waiting to be explored. Sea-facing or city view, Dan Tel Aviv
guestrooms and suites embody the highest standards of luxury and service. Skillful design enhanced by thoughtful details and
cutting-edge technology make this the premium Tel Aviv hotel for discerning vacationers and corporate guests alike. The Dan
Tel Aviv - more than ever - at the center of life in Israel’s most dynamic city.
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5 Stars Deluxe
Kibbutz Lavi, Galilee

Lower Galilee Kibbutz Lavi, Lavi, 15267, Israel
The Kibbutz Lavi Hotel was established in order to offer you a fulfilling experience with no compromises. The hotel is located
in Kibbutz Lavi, an area of lush vegetation surrounded by green fields. In Lavi guests and visitors can enjoy the magnificent
views of the region of the Sea of Galilee and the Golan Heights. At our hotel hospitality is our stock-in-trade, and we give
special attention to the needs of the religious community. In every aspect of the Hotel and its facilities – including the lobby,
the kitchen, the restaurant, the pool – a high level of kashruth and religious observance is strictly maintained.
Sample Rooms:
Eden Rooms- Eden rooms have a modern design, and most of them have a window with a Galilean view. Their décor, with its
soft colors, parquet floors, and modern bathrooms, creates a lovely serene ambience. Rooms can accommodate a couple with a
child. Flat screen TV with choice of channels, a mini-refrigerator, coffee and tea, a safe, and free Wi-Fi.
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5 Stars Deluxe
King David Hotel, Jerusalem

23 King David St., Jerusalem 94101, Israel
The King David Hotel Jerusalem, one of the world’s legendary hotels, is a major landmark in a unique city. Blending the past
and old world refinement, the King David Hotel is unquestionably the most famous of all Jerusalem hotels. Superbly located on
an elevated site, the King David Hotel Jerusalem offers incomparable views of the walls, minarets and domes of the Old City.
Built in the 1920’s at the meeting point of the historic Old City and dynamic New Jerusalem, the King David Hotel delights the
eye with stately pink quartz exteriors and exotic public rooms decorated with motifs that recreate a bygone romantic era.
Other singular attractions of the King David Hotel are the spacious private gardens that enclose green lawns, a tennis court,
adults’ and children’s swimming pools (heated during the season), as well as a children’s playground and quiet corners for
relaxing. Guest rooms and suites of the King David Hotel are a harmony of elegance and luxury and distinguished by solicitous
attention and devotion to detail. The official venue in Jerusalem for banquets and state occasions, the King David Hotel has
always been the hotel of choice for world leaders and famous personalities.

Sample Rooms:
The King David hotel Jerusalem, a six-story landmark opened in 1930, offers 233 guest rooms and suites, All uniquely designed
to fit the special architectural design details of the building, many of the rooms are overlooking the unique old city walls of
Jerusalem.
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